Wiring diagram diesel engine

Wiring Diagram. Assortment of hatz diesel engine wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the
parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power as well as signal connections in
between the tools. A wiring diagram normally provides info about the family member placement
and also arrangement of devices and also terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or
servicing the device. A photographic layout would certainly show extra information of the
physical look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to stress
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently utilized to troubleshoot
troubles as well as making sure that the connections have actually been made as well as that
everything is present. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a simple visual representation of the physical
connections and also physical design of an electric system or circuit. It demonstrates how the
electrical wires are interconnected and can also reveal where components as well as parts
might be attached to the system. Use circuitry diagrams to aid in building or manufacturing the
circuit or electronic tool. They are also beneficial for making repairs. Do It Yourself lovers make
use of circuitry layouts however they are additionally typical in residence structure and also car
repair. A residence contractor will want to verify the physical place of electrical outlets as well
as light components using a wiring diagram to prevent costly errors and developing code
violations. A schematic reveals the strategy as well as feature for an electric circuit, however is
not interested in the physical format of the cords. Electrical wiring representations demonstrate
how the cables are linked as well as where they need to situated in the actual gadget, in addition
to the physical connections between all the components. Unlike a photographic layout, a wiring
diagram uses abstract or simplified forms as well as lines to show components. Pictorial
diagrams are commonly pictures with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the physical elements.
If a line touching another line has a black dot, it indicates the lines are connected. The majority
of icons utilized on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the genuine things they
stand for. A switch will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot
like a light switch you could turn on and also off. Facebook 0 Tweet 0 Pin 0. If your Universal
engine panel looks like this, and has an ammeter , you are due for some critically important
wiring upgrades. The factory wiring, with an ammeter in the panel , is flat out dangerous and
this wiring mess really needs to be addressed. It amazes me how many boats are out there still
using this amazingly unsafe set up. I have physically measured voltage drops of 1. That means
your alt is putting out At higher charging currents this resistance creates heat and can literally
lead to a boat fire. Interestingly enough most of the Westerbeke engines never used a factory
installed ammeter and it was only sold as an option. It is not necessarily the ammeter itself that
is dangerous but rather the wiring circuit and the type of use a marine alternator is put through.
The dangerous factory charging circuit leaves the alternator output stud with the orange wire
This grossly undersized wire is carrying what ever current the alternator is capable of
producing, normally upwards of 50A A but occasionally a 72A alternator was installed as an
option. Along the circuit path it most often travels through not one, but two, trailer type
connectors before the charging current even gets to the ammeter mounted in the engine panel.
This high amperage charging current then has to travel all the way back to the starter motor
stud, back through the trailer plugs and back through more undersized wire. Finally back at the
stater motor stud it finally picks up large gauge wire at the starter motor before finally heading
to the battery to charge it. Some of these factory circuits had a 30A fuse in them, which was
undersized even for some of the alternators shipped on these engines. Nuisance trips were
pretty common in these harnesses. Owners often wound up installing higher amp fuses in or
simply bypassed them all together, which is unwise. With house bank energy demands getting
larger and larger and battery banks getting bigger and bigger, accepting significantly more
charging current, these circuits have been known to literally melt down and in some cases
catch fire! Try to focus on the red wire between the back of the alternator and the starter post.
Simply jump the alternator output to the starter post and disconnect the orange wire. This
results in minimal voltage drop compared to the 10GA circuit and much less resistance and
heat without going through all that small wire and two trailer connectors. I used this because it
made it easy to see and larger wire never hurts. You can then install an automatic combining
relay ACR or an Echo Charger between the banks to charge both banks simultaneously. Doing
this will remove the potential for fried diodes via the flipping of the battery switch through the
OFF position and allow for better alternator performance and less voltage drop. In all this mess,
this is what you are looking for, the trailer connector. Replace these connectors with a buss bar
and ring terminals or butt splices. Either method will be far superior to the factory trailer plugs.
This one is clearly melted as you see in the next few photos. For charging batteries you want
minimal voltage drop between the alternator output and the battery bank. For example a stock

alternator with a This type of volt drop can chronically undercharge your bank and can lead to
premature sulfation and early battery bank death. The owner had no idea what had been lurking
below under all that electrical tape. Let this image sink in. These two wires got so hot they were
physically melted together with jacket blistering and all. A few more deep discharges on this
battery bank and this could have been a full blown burned to the water USCG statistic. This
wiring fix for early Universal engines, with the ammeter panel, is not something to take lightly..
Just a little oxidation is all it takes with these cheap connectors to cause resistance in a high
amperage circuit. The two pins closest to you are the orange and red wire pins for the charging
circuit. Note how clean the low current pins are in the back ground. As I mentioned these
connectors are not safe to run this much amperage through. In all three cases I was told the
maximum continuous rating for this type of pin is approx 7. One company told me 7. Are we
beginning to see how bad this problem really is? On top of the trailer plug blunder a 10GA wire
in a bundle like these wiring harnesses are in, and in an engine space, is not even rated to
handle 50A of current under the ABYC safety standards. Can you say cluster-f ck â€¦â€¦. This
connector did not have any high current running through it, as this was on a later Westerbeke,
but I still remove the problematic and quirky trailer connectors as I find they are very poorly
suited for the marine environment. Even without any high current circuits, like an alternator or
glow plugs , they can still cause issues. These heat shrink rings create a significantly more
reliable and better connection. Once coated with BoeShield, No-Ox-Id Special A, or a similar
corrosion protection product the electrical gremlins are now virtually a non-issue. The other
high amp circuit on these earlier engines is the glow plug circuit. A very quick and easy way to
fix this is to insert a simple heavy duty solenoid into the glow plug circuit. To install this
solenoid you simply steal power via a 10GA wire from the starter post. Please be sure to fuse
this run as close to the starter post as possible. Now when you hit the glow plug button a the
solenoid closes and creates a direct path between the high current, large gauge, starter wires
and the glow plugs. All the glow plug switch has to do is energize the solenoid coil which takes
very little current. When replacing these ignition switches or pre-heat buttons be aware that
some companies market ignition switches and momentary spring switches as high amperage.
When in doubt stick with Cole-Hersee for solenoids model or similar , momentary switches, like
the M, and ignition switches. They have been doing marine duty products longer than just about
anyone. If you remove the alternator output from the harness, and install a glow solenoid, then
even a light duty ignition switch and pre-heat switch will work fine. Do be sure that what ever
solenoid you purchase is ignition protection IP rated. This is one of the simple Universal panels
with only a temp gauge and ammeter. This one has been re-terminated and has been upgraded
to a new temp gauge, Teleflex Amega Series, and volt gauge which replaced the ammeter. On
this boat I installed a Teleflex Amega Series gauge for the volt meter as well. Better pricing,
better product support and a nice clean looking gauge. They also make a RPM diesel
tachometer that can be driven from an alternator and the part number is As you can see in the
diagram the key switch energizes the glow plug button first. Personally I usually leave this
series jumper in place as I have found owners will usually try to bypass the glow and not do it if
they think they can get away with it. The yellow wire with red trace is the starter solenoid wire
that energizes the starter. It is a tad undersized from the factory so with any resistance in the
circuit, from trailer connectors or the in-line fuse holder, this can cause solenoid engagement
issues. This fuse holder is famous for disintegrating and ideally should be replaced when you
do this upgrade. If you want to, feel free to run a new wire from the start button to the solenoid,
12GA is sufficient, and add a new in-line fuse holder. It should be mentioned that the starter
solenoid circuit is a low amp circuit. At max they pull about 2A â€” 6A as measured on the
in-rush or peak current draw for the circuit when hitting the starter button and capturing the
in-rush with a Fluke DC clamp on DVM. This particular starter solenoid drew 2. While the yellow
wire can certainly handle the amp load for the circuit it is often the fuse holder or terminations
that create enough resistance to cause even a low amp circuit like this some issues. With some
Universal engines I have seen the solenoid circuit wired with 14GA wire and some really early
ones with 16GA wire. These are not bad voltage drop numbers but it you have the ability to
re-use one of the other larger wires for this circuit, or run a new one, it will make your solenoid
voltage drops even less. The new Teleflex Amega gauges are now installed. This panel only had
ammeter and temperature. It now has volts and temperature. Someone added it to this particular
boat somewhere along the way. It is not factory and it was long ago disconnected. These wires,
from the factory wiring harness, had been fairly oxidized. Cleaning them with the Dremel wheel
makes them clean enough for re-termination and creates a good, clean, copper to copper
connection. The SS wheel is stiff enough to get into the inner stranding, not just the outer
strands. Be sure to get all copper stranding as clean as possible or just replace the wires. Once
clean I use adhesive lined heat shrink crimp on ring terminals. This keeps moisture out and

creates a sealed connection. In a perfect world every one of these wires would be replaced with
new but not all owners can afford that. Cleaning and re-terminating can be a reasonable
alternative. Sadly this is the sort of rats nest I see almost every day. Everything you can see in
this photo has to get fixed. None of it is suitable. The 1 issue with the starter on these engines is
the yellow wire with the red tracer. Follow that wire from the starter solenoid over to the in-line
fuse holder. These fuse holders were cheap junk. I often find them cracked, rusted and not
allowing the engine to start. The fuse holder for starter excite in this location is not even
needed. Ideally the duration of a stuck starter would trip the fuse but they are often sized too
large for this. I still often leave this fuse accessible just in case the starter button sticks or to
use as a remote start switch tap in location for oil changes or service work.. In this shot we can
see the rats nest is mostly gone. If your start button sticks, as can happen, you will be glad you
have this fuse. This fuse holder is also an ideal location for a hand-held remote start switch
tap-in point, for oil changes, fuel filter changes etc. I have also installed a neg battery bank bus
bar on the engine bed stringer. A neg wire the same size as the alternator positive is connected
directly to the alternator and then to the new negative bus bar. The second wire from the left
goes directly to the ear of the starter for the best possible negative return to the battery bank.
This direct wiring to the starter ear creates less voltage drop and makes for a happy starter
motor. The third wire from the left, under the hose, runs directly back to the negative battery
post and carries the alternator and starting currents. Like what you saw or read? Would you like
to see more articles like this? Is so
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feel free to donate, support the site and keep it growing. I am trying my hardest to keep this
information FREE. Why is the ammeter so dangerous? The Ammeter Circuit: The dangerous
factory charging circuit leaves the alternator output stud with the orange wire This grossly
undersized wire is carrying what ever current the alternator is capable of producing, normally
upwards of 50A A but occasionally a 72A alternator was installed as an option. These
connectors can start fires! Boat Fire Narrowly Averted.. Towering Inferno Anyoneâ€¦.. Literally
Fused Together.. Just a Little Oxidation Just a little oxidation is all it takes with these cheap
connectors to cause resistance in a high amperage circuit. Re-Wired Panel This is one of the
simple Universal panels with only a temp gauge and ammeter. Dremel Brush This is the Dremel
brush I use. It is the stainless steel wheel. All Cleaned Up In this shot we can see the rats nest is
mostly gone. Tags: Electrical , Engines. Toggle Sliding Bar Area.

